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Reviews

Waking Life

T his film explores the question: Are we sleep-walking through 
our waking state or wake-walking through our dreams? The 
film follows a young adult as he searches for answers to life’s 

most important questions in a world that may or may not be real-
ity. I came across it when I did the Foundation Course, as it was 
one of the films on our list to watch. The philosophical conversa-
tions and explanations are very interesting, certainly in tune with 
the self-expression work going on at Concord.

This film is weird; it is also ingenious and well made with good 
use of visuals to enhance the impact of the conversations. It is 
filmed with real actors and then made-over with computer anima-
tion. The scenery is continually moving as if you were bobbing 
along on the ocean; once you get used to this, it adds to the impact 
of the film. The visual animations are also used to good effect.

There are some really good insights; my favourites are the scene in 
the boat and the conversation about reincarnation. The boat scene 
is so eloquently spoken that it sounds how life is when I allow it 
to be. The conversation about reincarnation is tricky to follow, but 
I got the fact that it probably does not happen and what exists is 
a common mind, which we can tap into. If re-incarnation cannot 
happen for everyone then this is a one-way trip and we’d better 
just get on with it. Of course we can never know for sure about re-
incarnation, but there is the risk that we use it as one more ‘hope’ 
to hang onto, rather than setting ourselves free.

There are some other scenes where people are acting out their 
story: the man in the car with the megaphone, the man in gaol and 
the man with the petrol can. All entertaining stuff for those of us 
who are involved with personal transformation.

It probably is the sort of film you’d need to watch more than once,  
as many times as it takes to absorb it all.

Andrew Capel reviews a thought provoking film written and 
directed by Richard Linklater

Well, where to begin? When I was invited by Barbara 
Grantham to be this issue’s editor, I was a tad appre-
hensive and initially quite concerned about dealing 

with all the structure that lay ahead. But within that I saw an 
opportunity to really take on something that on the surface felt 
overwhelming but was actually ripe with possibility and discovery, 
and when I say discovery I am not joking; it’s been quite a journey 
getting to the place where you now sit with this issue physically in 
front of you reading these words. I genuinely must thank Barbara 
Grantham and Deborah Murphy, for without their dedicated sup-
port you would probably be waiting another four months for this 
issue to arrive on your door step. I also wish to acknowledge Tim 
Crowther for formatting this issue of the Concord newsletter.

So, what to expect from this issue? Well there’s a real mix of things 
from poetry, experiences of Concord programs, an interview to 
restaurant and film reviews - a really exciting collection of thought 
provoking articles for you to get your teeth into. Anyway, I hope 
you enjoy!

Carly Ashdown - Editor

Integrated Bodywork Series
Monday evenings, starting March 27th

Power, Intent & Evolution
March 30th - 2nd April inclusive

Tom Monte: Healing Anger
April 6th - 9th April inclusive

Being-in-Action
April 21st, 22nd, 23rd & evening of April 26th

Culinary School: Spring Cooking
April 30th - May 6th, evenings & weekends

Culinary School: Wholefood for Beginners
May 10th, 11th & 12th, evenings

Culinary School:
Fish Cookery with Jean Torné

May 13th & 14th, weekend

JumpStart - Access to Health
May 20th - 27th inclusive, residential

Dinner and.... Voice and Singing 
June 2nd, Arts Group event

Culinary School: Wholefood for Beginners
June 7th, 8th & 9th, evenings

Culinary School:
In A Pickle with Jean Torné

June 10th & 11th, weekend

Dinner and.... Film Night 
June 30th, Arts Group event

Please phone 020 7607 1140 for details

Concord Events
“We walk around like there 
are some moments that are 
holy and others that are not 
holy......

... but like, this moment is holy!”
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Some restaurants remain very consistent over the years 
and for the better. I recently went back to New Culture 
Revolution in Islington to eat my favorite dish of fish and 

spinach dumplings in a fresh vegetable soup. Each time I have 
been there, the dumplings have been beautifully plump and suc-
culent, so much so that I hardly ever bother trying another dish. 
This is a Chinese restaurant with no GM food; all the ingredients 
are very fresh and the cooks do not use any artificial additives. 
The place is simple and the food is very good value. I highly 
recommend it. Of course, there are many more dishes to try than 
the various dumplings, including noodle and rice dishes, delicate 
spring rolls, prawns with chili, seaweed salad etc, with a good 
range of dishes without meat and fish. For those of you with a 
sweet tooth, beware, as there are no desserts. I asked the reason, 
and they explained that there was not enough demand for them so 
they stopped offering them!

There are four branches in London:
Duncan St, Notting Hill Gate, Southampton Row and King’s Road.
Telephone: 020 7792 9619
www.newculturerevolution.co.uk

The Food Page

Brown rice, through the millennia, is the most consumed 
food in the world. Rice is eaten by over half of the world’s 
population. In some parts of the world, the word “to eat” 

literally means “to eat rice.” Brown rice contains an abundance 
of nutrients that are almost completely lost through milling and 
polishing into white rice.

The problem is that most people don’t know how to cook brown 
rice properly and white rice is, therefore, much easier because it is 
quicker and more palatable. I know that until I got involved with 
cooking with the celebrated Monsieur Torné at Concord Institute, 
I didn’t have a clue and ate brown rice “because it was good for me” 
but without a great deal of enthusiasm. The problem was that I was 
not cooking it for long enough or using enough liquid, and as for 
adding salt – well that’s bad for you isn’t it? I was also using pre-
dominantly long grain brown rice, which is fine but more suited 
to be used in the summer months. Short grain brown rice, which I 
equated with rice pudding, is the one which I now use most often, 
especially in winter.

I now love brown rice, especially the way my partner cooks and 
serves it.  The most useful tip I picked up recently, while assisting 
in one of Jean’s classes, is to wash the rice and then place a hand 
on top of the rice in the pan and add water up to the bend between 
hand and wrist. Then all you have to do is cook until all the water 
is absorbed – between 40 and 50 minutes – Oh and remember to 
add a couple of pinches of salt! I am still working out my triangular 
relationship with brown rice and my pressure cooker – but I gather 
that is a common phenomenon.

As a scientist I am interested in the reasons why brown rice is so 
good for you and I was fascinated to come across a few paragraphs 
about brown rice in a book called “Healing with Wholefoods” by 
Paul Pitchford(1) – an excellent book in my opinion. These are 
some of the things he has to say about brown rice:

- rice bran is extremely effective in lowering high blood sugar 
levels, which is good news for the epidemic of diabetes prevalent 
in the West, and contains over 70 antioxidants that protect against 
cell damage and preserve youthfulness.

- vitamin E found in rice bran lowers fat and cholesterol in the 
blood and provides significantly greater anti-tumour protection 
than other forms of vitamin E.

- fermented rice bran boosts the vitality of internal organs, par-
ticularly the adrenals, thymus and spleen, which contributes to 
combating stress.

- polysaccharides in rice bran stimulate immunity.

- rice bran has a calming effect, which may be attributed to the 
abundance of B vitamins and trace minerals that it contains.

- gamma-oryzynol found only in rice bran (in effective amounts) 
strengthens the musculature of the body and converts fat to lean 
body mass as well as improving blood circulation, overcomes clots 
and improves hormonal balance.

- alpha lipoic acid regenerates the liver and slows the ageing pro-
cess.

- glutathione peroxidase reduces mucus excess, boosts respiratory 
function and detoxifies the body.

- proanthocyanidins promote wound healing, strengthen arteries, 
veins and improve blood circulation. They are also the most potent 
antioxidants around and protect against cancer and most other 
degenerative diseases.

- lethicin – is very important for the functioning of the brain – it 
makes up 30% of its dry weight! It has a calming nature and can 
reduce hyperactivity. It protects against gall stone formation, high 
blood pressure and excess cholesterol. It improves memory, includ-
ing visual and verbal, and helps with muscular co-ordination.

- inositol hexaphosphate is used in cancer therapy and may be 
useful in treating cardiovascular diseases, kidney stones and even 
AIDS.

So who needs supplements! In this day and age we are bombarded 
with refined and denatured “convenience” foods and we can see 
the blatantly “inconvenient” effects in the form of the extreme 
levels of obesity, heart disease, diabetes, cancer and all round lack 
of vitality and vibrant health in our population. We can all make 
a contribution to reverse this. We can tell people about brown 
rice and wholefood cooking, but a more effective way to make a 
contribution is to invite family and friends around and show them 
that healthy wholefood can also be delicious. We can follow this up 
by encouraging them to take classes in wholefood cooking – it is 
an investment that is analogous to planting a grain of rice, it will 
repay itself over one hundred fold.

(1) Healing with Wholefoods: Asian Traditions and Modern Nutrition,               
 3rd Edition, by Paul Pitchford, North Atlantic Books, Berkley, California.

Brown Rice by Barbara Grantham

New Culture Revolution
reviewed by Françoise Auvray
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Can you tell us a little about yourself 
and what initially brought you into 

the field of bodywork?

What first brought me into the field of 
bodywork was an injury I sustained when 
I was 21, that took me away from more 
conventional sporting activities which I 
had always participated in, especially 
field sports. This then took me towards 
disciplines such as Yoga, Tai Chi and 
stretching, and swimming which led 
me to more breathing and meditational 
work. I explored more hands on work 
like Shiatsu and eventually macrobiotics. 
My first experience of being a facilitator 
in groups was at a macrobiotic summer 
camp working with a range of styles that 
came from my experience.

How did you get involved with Concord?

I was working in a small organisation who 
work in management consultancy, they 
were essentially doing transformational 
work which was called Breakthrough 
technology.  My job was to work with 
the body in groups and the most impor-
tant aspect was to break down the way 
people normally operated, shifting the 
way co-workers related to each other and 
how they communicated and engaged 
with their lives, this whole process really 
excited me and it was whilst I was work-
ing with this company that I was invited 
to do Being-in-Action, a process which 
I really embraced. I was then invited to 

create the bodywork element of the pro-
grams that are the Foundation Course, 
JumpStart, etc.

Since you integrate so many differing dis-
ciplines into your bodywork classes, could 
you explain the benefits?

I find that it is diversity that is most effec-
tive in breaking down patterns and hab-
its, and this encourages us to explore, and 
to experience the unfamiliar. By using 
different disciplines it becomes clear that 
it’s not so much the expressed activity, 
whether that be Yoga or Tai Chi, it’s more 
the engagement and level of presence that 
allows for adventure.

Are you familiar with other bodywork 
type classes outside of Concord?

I really enjoy the adventure of engaging 
in different disciplines and have always 
taken part in a broad range of classes and 
workshops from Tai Chi, which is more 
energy based work, through to theatre and 
voice work. It’s such a big field of possi-
bility you could get lost in the process. I 
encourage people to explore and find out 
about classes that they are interested in. 
It’s important to have the confidence and 
persistence to explore different activities 
and not see it as something we need to get 
done, like cleaning our teeth.

Are you able to follow up on your classes 
at home, and if so do you have any 
diagrams or a fact sheet for any useful 
exercises?

It’s not so much about learning a particu-
lar exercise. Of course, as someone engag-
es they become more confident and famil-
iar with their body, enabling participants 
to recall work that they do in classes and 
this then enables for confident practise at 
home. In some series and exercises we do 
hand out sheets and reminders, for exam-
ple on the JumpStart residential there is 
a CD that assists with exercises which are 
designed for those who have participated.  
Ultimately I feel the best way to start 
engaging with the body is to start with 
what you can physically remember.

Can anyone regardless of physical condi-
tion come to your classes and if so what 
demands does that bring to you as the 
teacher?

The classes are open to every body. Due 
to some conditions individuals may not 
be able to participate in every single exer-
cise; however the aspect of participating 
from being fully present and experienc-
ing not just the physical but the energetic 
is important, especially for those people 
who felt that they couldn’t exercise and 
make a difference to themselves due to 
their condition. It is key that people 
take responsibility for themselves.  The 

Interview

Carly Ashdown talks with

Portia
Castor
Portia Castor is a long standing participant and course leader at Concord Institute. After complet-
ing Being-in-Action, Portia became the driving force behind all bodywork programmes at Concord 
and she represents an integral and vital part of Concord’s work. I greatly enjoyed interviewing 
Portia and I hope you will enjoy the reading this article.
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Interview

activities are body-lead which makes it 
much easier for a participant to make 
judgments on the level to which they can 
participate.

Does healing play an important role in 
your technique?

I would say that healing is quite a dif-
ficult word because in our current culture 
it tends to be something that we associate 
primarily with our medical profession, 
and that it is a medic's job to heal their 
patients. If we are coming from that place 
then no, absolutely, it is not part of my 
work. However, in the greater meaning 
of healing which I would say is bringing 
wholeness, balance and integration then, 
absolutely, integrated body work has that 
in mind and in fact that is one of the fun-
damental aims of Concord as a whole; the 
cooking and core educational programs 
are all coming from that place.

Do you monitor the wellbeing of your 
students?

At the beginning of each session I will 
ask the participants if there is anything 
they need me to be aware of as we work 
together; this may not be just their physi-
cal state. During the core educational 
programs there is a regular process of 
‘checking in’ with people at the end of 
classes, just finding out how people are 
feeling. During an extended period such 
as a residential, Foundation Course, or 
seminar series where there is a larger 
intent, things can come up other than the 
physical, such as emotional experiences, 
memories, flashbacks or even dream-like 
experiences, along with aches and pains.  
Checking in allows for concerns to be 
raised so they are not left in the hands 
of the individual, so we can integrate 
that into our understanding of what has 
occurred in the session.

How have your classes evolved?

I would say that originally my focus was 
more on the health and wellbeing of my 
students from a very physical perspective. 
Although over time, I noticed there is a 
sense that we are moving from the physi-
cal into the energetic which very much 
links in with the emotional, mental and 
spiritual bodies. In our current age it’s 
clear that our connection with the earth 
and grounding in the body is very much 
missing. There seems to be a lot of focus 
on exercise and fitness where we concen-
trate on fixing, shaping and improving, 
where we do things to the body rather 
than a flowing through the body. It’s 
that distinction which has become more 
key to the way integrated body work has 
expressed itself within Concord.

What are your aims for the year ahead?

The most immediate aims are for the 
success of the Spring into Action pro-
gramme, which is a new residential three 
day programme held in Kent. It’s com-
pletely bodywork orientated with strong 
integration of cooking, so the design of 
the catering will be completely dovetailed 
into the work that we will be doing. This 
will really facilitate people to engage fully 
in each session, which will be from 7am 
till 9.30pm, which is a real opportunity to 
fully communicate from the body.

There will be a continuation of the 
Monday evening classes which are two 
hours of integrated body work led by 
myself and Beatte Fritzsching. We are 
also looking into holding a summer class 
later in the year in Bristol. Then in the 
autumn to again create a residential or 
intensive in London similar to Spring 
into Action but moving into the winter 
and completing the summer.

We also have a programme called Idols 
and Addictions which took place last 
November with David Norris and myself 
and I am fairly certain that we will be 
putting that together again in the autumn. 
By all accounts the prototype was very 
successful and I would like to deepen the 
programme and bring a stronger level of 
integration with the way that David and 
I work in order to power that programme 
up to the next level. Beyond that we 
would like to see other programmes avail-
able through Concord Institute such as 
meditation, Yoga etc, again lead by people 
who have experience with the core cur-
riculum and are able to express through 
their particular discipline the heart of 
Concord.
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Events

Strategic Planning
reviewed by Tim Crowther

I have participated in Strategic 
Planning a couple of times before, so 
I had an idea about how this year’s 

event would turn out. The programme has 
been about getting clear about Concord’s 
intentions for the coming year, finding 
out what the goals are, who is up for doing 
what and coming up with strategies for 
by when the objectives are to be met. But 
my ideas were not how it turned out. This 
year’s event took off in a different direc-
tion as David Norris brought in a new 
concept called “Family Constellations”, 
devised by German psychotherapist Bert 
Hellinger, and adapted it to suit the 
Concord Institute and the holons within 
it: education, the culinary school, the 
bodywork group, the arts group and a new 
project - the café. This turned out to be a 
moving and enlivening process.

The purpose of the work, as I understand 
it, is to establish the most harmonious 
relationships between persons or enti-
ties in a family or organization. This is 
achieved not by one person imposing 
a structure on the group but rather by 
everyone in the group adjusting their 
position, literally in a role-playing scene, 
until the structure of the whole reveals 
itself and the parts have a new sense of 
what the whole is about and where they fit 
in. To explain, let me describe the process 
we followed for the exercise on Concord 
Institute itself, a process which was also 
followed for each of the holons within 
Concord.

Greg Johnson picked one of the par-
ticipants to represent himself and also 
selected other participants to represent 
each of the following aspects of Concord: 
intent, love and relatedness, education, 
the culinary school, the bodywork and 
arts groups, the graduates, and the new 
students. Greg then stood behind each 
of the representatives and guided them 
to their own location in the room, as 
he felt was appropriate. Greg had been 
asked to do this intuitively, rather than 
be driven by thoughts about where each 
representative should stand. David then 
asked each representative to say whether 
their location and orientation relative to 
the whole group felt right. As with Greg, 
the representatives were asked to respond 
according to how they felt, rather than 
what their minds were telling them. For 
some people the feelings were strong 
and reactions occasionally intense. In one 
such exercise my heart started to pound 
and my legs started to shake. Considering 
myself to be a structural person who lives 

in his mind more than his body, I was 
surprised by this. Some people reacted 
strongly to the place where they had been 
put; one person almost fell over, it seem-
ing as if he had been physically pushed 
out of his initial position by some unseen 
force. One by one, Davis asked the rep-
resentatives if they felt they needed to 
move and, if so, to move to where it felt 
right. Of course this then had an effect 
on some of the others who now felt in 
the wrong place and needed to move or 
change direction. The process was slow 
and allowed to develop at its own pace. 
When all the representatives had reached 
an arrangement that they felt comfort-
able with, David invited Greg to come 
and take over from the person who had 
been representing him and to stand in the 
exact position of that representative. Greg 

then felt he needed to make some further 
adjustments, which in turn lead to some 
adjustments of position by the others tak-
ing part, and so on…..

It might not seem so from my descrip-
tion, but this was a riveting process to 
watch. What was so interesting was to 
see how a pattern composed of the people 
taking part was emerging and to hear the 
comments of each representative when 

questioned by David. Whilst the replies 
were on a superficial level just to do with 
the physical location of the human beings 
taking part, they could be interpreted 
on a deeper level as being pertinent to 
how the people and activities in Concord 
relate to one another - some of the replies 
had us all in hysterics when we clocked 
what was going on.

The process continued under David’s 
guidance until something just seemed to 
click and a constellation had emerged - a 
perception of a meaningful and apposite 
pattern in the arrangement of people 
and aspects of the Concord organiza-
tion, which everyone in the room could 
agree: “Ah, that’s it!”. The relationships 
between those people and those aspects of 
Concord became clearer than it had been 

previously and the play-
ers represented in the 
constellation could see 
what it was about the 
way in which they held 
themselves and others 
that had been prevent-
ing the whole and the 
parts from blossoming 
forth. There was some-
thing magical about it: 
beauty in the constella-
tion shapes made by the 
participants and mov-
ing poetry in the story 
told by each “tableau 
vivant”. I got a better 
sense of who these peo-
ple are for me, what they 
stand for in my life and 
what they could bring 
to the lives of others. 
Once each constellation 
clicked into place the 
whole space lightened 
up. My feeling about 
the Concord constella-
tion was that the gradu-
ates at the center of the 
whole process could be 
seen as inviting the new 
students in to a party: 

“Come in! Great to see you! We’ve some 
amazing food for you over here - in fact, 
if you like, we can show you how to cook 
it. If you want to move and dance there’s 
a lot of fun going on over there - just ask 
for Portia or Beatte. If you want to relax 
we’ve got some fantastic art and enter-
tainment lined up for you. Oh, and we’ve 
got some events coming up soon that will 
blow you away! Your mind won’t know 
what’s hit it!”
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Events

reviewed by Marcus Blackett

Idols & Addictions

I used to like Nicholas Allan 
And Elaine Thompson too
Before they put me on to follow
A blinding array of talent
That had the audience falling out 
Of themselves with laughter at
Outrageous Nursery Rhymes and 
Song upon story calling for 
Leaps of imagination, loop de loop
Exposing me thus,
At this most festive of times.

Which brings into the insult
Sam Johnson’s astonishing soup, then 
A main course that had 
My taste-buds in tumult,
War going on amongst them
Not letting the food go south.

Thank goodness for chewing
It brings peace, pleasure of taste.
“Wa” is the old Japanese word for it.
Ideogram, cereal grain in mouth.

Some years ago on a visit to America
Me bein’ hip
Sam and his brothers informed me 
They would be my bodyguards for the trip
These street-wise dudes, champion wrestlers
Walking the walk with me.
How cool is that?
I felt like a guy with clout.

Now when I savour Sam’s cooking
My grateful body feels guarded indeed
From the deepest inside out.
Dinner and? The Arts?
A nourishing. 
You bet.

Idols and Addictions is a new pro-
gramme devised by David Norris and 
Portia Castor; Portia has led the bod-

ywork sessions at Concord for some time 
now. The course assumes a certain level 
of knowledge of the dialogue that David 
uses and is only open to people who have 
already gone through JumpStart or the 
Foundation Course.

The start and end times of the three-day 
course were stretched at either end to 
fit in a fair amount of extra input from 
David surrounding the causes of addic-
tions. We have been led to believe addic-
tions are something to suppress, but we 
learned that maybe they are actually 
trying to speak new possibilities to us, if 
only we could listen. 

I spent much of the course wondering if 
my addictions were good enough: “eve-
ryone else has much better ones; easier 
to diagnose everyone else” I thought. 
Individually David and Portia began 
working with those of the course par-
ticipants who already knew why they 
were there. I still didn’t know. “Surely 
it can’t be chocolate I’m addicted to, I 
can go without for weeks. I’ll get nothing 
from this course, it’s only for recovering 
drug users and alcoholics! What is my 
addiction trying to tell me, what is the 
hidden message?” I couldn’t find my own 
answer!

David works on the most fundamental 
aspects of our humanness and this course 
was definitely right for me, however much 
I thought I already understood. 99.99% of 
us suffer an addiction to one degree or 
another. We can see this as a difficulty 
or a problem to overcome in our lives 
and set about trying to fix ourselves. But 
therein lies the paradox;  a broken fixer is 
trying to fix the fix they’re in!

An addiction can get helplessly out of 
control. There is a part of us who wants 
to sort out that person who is out of 
control. “I’ll get myself fixed, as soon 
as..........  Then you’ll see the real me. 
But what is the real me?” The addiction 
tricks us into a feeling of aliveness. The 
alcoholic drinks from a deep seated sense 
of unworthiness and then becomes the 
life and soul of the party while drunk; 
outwardly he looks to be pretty lively!  
But when that’s worn off, their unworthi-
ness is confirmed when they remember, 
or someone tells them, what they did the 
night before.

Why do we do it in the first place? It gives 
us a buzz; otherwise there would be no 
allure. Why do we need a buzz? This is 
because it mimics the feeling of aliveness 
that we have somehow lost. The addiction 
is an imposter tricking us into thinking 
we’re alive: The Idol. In fact the addiction 
is a veiled messenger alerting us to where 
our true potential lies.

In this programme, it was David and 
Portia’s intention to work with each per-
son individually, to help us to understand 
the root cause of what was missing in rela-
tion to the addiction. I recommend this 
course, whether you are an addict or not. I 
personally appreciated not being tied to a 
chair for three days!

What, after all, is my addiction and what is 
it trying to tell me? My addiction to philan-
thropy, for instance, is saying:  ‘show love 
by giving away money, but don’t actually 
show love authentically.’ Not a life-threat-
ening condition, but unchecked it could 
mean always going through life without 
truly committing oneself. Therefore the 
message is “find my true voice, speak my 
love and mean it.” For me, this has been 
about re-connecting with the passion I 
have for life in all its varying expressions.

I used to like 
Nicholas Allan

by Donal Cox 

written for the Concord Arts Group
Christmas Party
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Being in Business reviewed by Louisa Chowen

When Concord rang me to ask if I 
wanted to do Being in Business, 
I wasn’t at all sure that this pro-

gramme was for me. I didn’t see myself as a 
business woman, I didn’t own a business and 
I wasn’t planning to start one. However, it was 
pointed out to me that earning a living was 
a business and how was I feeling about the 
living that I was earning…. Well now, there 
was quite a lot that I could say about that, 
quite a lot that I wasn’t sure about regarding 
my living.

I was feeling confused about my work which 
for the last two years has been working with 
people recovering from addiction and I am 
passionate about it, but I was burning out 
and felt exhausted and overwhelmed a lot of 
the time.

My first love was painting. I had gone to art 
school and got a degree in painting but wasn’t 
doing it anymore, except when I facilitated 
workshops for other people, and had some 
feelings about betraying my creativity and 
that maybe I would never get back to it.

I had also just started a two year counselling 
diploma at Bristol University – so what on 
earth was I doing, with my fairly brand new 
career, wanting to run away, thinking of rent-
ing out my flat (and cat) and flying out to New 
Zealand and then taking a year to walk back? 

I had no idea what to expect, except that 
David Norris would be leading the workshop. 
I knew David’s work from JumpStart and had 
little doubt that I would be taken on a jour-
ney, should I choose, of imagination, breadth, 
beauty and depth - and that turned out to be 
my experience of the programme.

Over the three days, David talked with us, asked 
us to talk, shared our night dreams and led me 
through a land that I had visited, got trapped in 
and then believed was the whole world. I found the 
experience gentle, emotional and profound: belief 
systems that had been stuck and blocking my pipe 
for years got unblocked and allowed the flow to 
flow - it is still unblocked and it flows day by day. 
A new way of seeing in my life has occurred, but in 
particular with reference to my working life, which 
makes me curious about what will happen, instead 
of having it all mapped out before hand and then 
feeling the exhaustion of having to live it. 

I laugh much, much more, I take risks, I get tired 
but I am not resentful, frightened or trapped, I 
am not simply working out my time, I take myself 
less pompously and seriously. I have looked into 
the water at my reflection and asked the question 
“who is she there?”. The answer is simply; I am a 
painter who has a day job as a support worker (for 
now) and goes to college, and has a cat, and may 
one day go travelling to New Zealand, and, and…

This works for me because it means nothing is 
fixed, it is what I am doing today. Tomorrow, who 
knows, I might make different choices. I haven’t 
stopped being a painter just because it doesn’t 
look like I think it should, or how it used to. My 
life works when I paint with broad strokes.
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Thank you to everyone who has contributed to this issue.


